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Abstract. Although a number of solutions exist for subtasks of application de-
ployment and monitoring in large-scale, distributed environments, few tools pro-
vide a unified framework for distributed application management. Many of the
existing tools address the management needs of a single class of applications or
services that run in a specific environment and are not extensible enough to be
used for other applications. In this paper, we discuss the design and implementa-
tion of Plush, a fully configurable application control infrastructure designed to
meet the general requirements of several different classesof distributed applica-
tions. The paper discusses how users specifically define the flow of control needed
using application building blocks provided by Plush. We also take a closer look
at a few specific distributed applications to gain an understanding of how Plush
provides support for each.
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1 Introduction

Installing, configuring, and executing a distributed application on federated computa-
tion infrastructures such as PlanetLab [3, 18] and the Grid [10] is currently a time-
consuming and error-prone process. After the initial configuration, the application must
address the inevitable failures endemic to such environments. Hence, applications must
be carefully monitored and controlled to ensure continued operation and sustained per-
formance. Operators in charge of deploying and managing these applications face a
daunting list of challenges: appropriate computing resources must be discovered and ac-
quired, files distributed, and each machine appropriately configured (and re-configured
when operating conditions change). It is not surprising, then, that a number of tools have
been developed to address various aspects of the process, but no solution has yet been
presented that flexibly automates the application deployment and management process.

Presently, most applications that successfully exploit the resources available in these
heterogeneous distributed environments take one of two approaches. On PlanetLab,
most researchers and service operators address deploymentand monitoring in anad
hoc, application-specific fashion. Grid researchers, on the other hand, leverage one or
more toolkits for application development and deployment.Custom implementations
like those employed on PlanetLab vary greatly in their sophistication, but all share
the same shortcoming: they must be rewritten when application requirements or net-
work conditions change. Conversely, while Grid toolkits deliver significant function-
ality, they require tight integration with not only the infrastructure, but the application
itself. Hence, applications must generally be custom tailored for a given toolkit.

We present Plush, a framework of tools that, when taken together, provide a unified
environment to support the distributed application designand deployment life cycle.



Plush users describe distributed applications using an extensible XML specification lan-
guage. Unlike typical Grid systems, however, the language allows users to customize
various aspects of the deployment life cycle to fit the needs of an application and its
target infrastructure. This functionality can be used, forexample, to specify a particular
resource discovery or allocation tool to use during application deployment. In addition,
Plush provides extensive failure management support to automatically adapt to fail-
ures in both the application and the underlying computational infrastructure. Critically,
applications do not need to be written to a specific API; instead, Plush interacts with
applications through standard POSIX process-control techniques.

Plush manages resource discovery and acquisition, software distribution, and pro-
cess execution in a fully configurable fashion. Users describe their applications using
combinations of Plush “blocks” that define a custom control flow. Once an application
is running, Plush monitors it for failures or application-level errors for the duration of its
execution. Upon detecting a problem, Plush can perform a number of user-configurable
recovery actions, such as restarting the application, automatically reconfiguring it, or
even searching for alternate resources. For applications requiring wide-area synchro-
nization, Plush provides several efficient synchronization primitives. In particular, Plush
provides two new barrier semantics, which relax traditional barrier semantics for in-
creased performance and robustness in failure-prone environments.

The remainder of this paper discusses the architecture of Plush. We motivate the
design in Section 2 by enumerating a set of general requirements for managing dis-
tributed applications. Section 3 details the design and implementation of Plush, and
Section 4 discusses how we address fault tolerance and scalability. We provide specific
application case studies and uses of Plush in Section 5 before discussing related work
in Section 6, and wrapping up in Section 7.

2 Application controller requirements

The low-level details for managing distributed applications depend on the character-
istics of the target application. For example, short-livedapplications and network ex-
periments prefer powerful machines and abort when failuresare detected, long-running
services prefer reliable machines and attempt to silently recover from failures, and Grid
applications prefer powerful machines and need the abilityto detect both slow and
failed machines. But at a high level, the requirements for each example are largely sim-
ilar. Rather than reinvent the same infrastructure for eachapplication separately, we set
out to identify commonalities across all classes of distributed applications, and build an
application control infrastructure that supports the general requirements of each.

Application Specification.A generic application controller must allow the user to
customize control flow for each application. Thisapplication specificationidentifies
all aspects of the execution and environment needed to successfully deploy, manage,
and maintain the application. It describes the software required to run the application—
including how to access and install it—and processes that will run on each machine.
To support a variety of environments, the application description language should be
extensible so that it is easy to add environment specific details if desired. The language
must also be able to define detailed resource specifications,including how the resources
should be acquired and any credentials required for authentication or authorization.



The complexity of distributed applications varies greatlyfrom simple, single-
process applications to complex, parallel applications. Thus, an application controller
must support arbitrary process inter-dependencies. Sincemany applications require syn-
chronization across machines, the application specification language should also de-
scribe application synchronization requirements. Similarly, the ability to distribute com-
putations among pools of machines requires a way to specify aworkflow—a collection
of tasks that must be completed in a given order—within an application specification.
In addition to all of these requirements, the application specification language must be
simple enough for users to understand, yet expressive enough to run complex scenarios.

Resource Discovery and Acquisition.The first step to successfully running any
distributed application is obtaining access to a suitable set of resources (i.e., machines)
on which to run. Because resources in distributed environments are heterogeneous,
users naturally want to find a resource set to best satisfy therequirements of their ap-
plications. Even if hardware is largely homogeneous, dynamic characteristics of a host
such as available bandwidth or CPU load vary greatly over time. The goal of resource
discovery is to find the bestcurrentset of physical resources for the distributed appli-
cation as specified by the user.

Resource discovery often interacts directly with resourceacquisition systems. Re-
source acquisition involves obtaining a lease or permission to use the desired resources.
Acquisition can be accomplished in a number of ways. For example, if advanced re-
source reservations are required, such as in a batch pool, the resource acquisition mech-
anism is responsible for submitting a resource request on the user’s behalf and sub-
sequently obtaining a lease from the scheduler. Some environments may not require
advanced reservations for use, and therefore do not requireadditional steps for acquisi-
tion. In local site clusters, the application control infrastructure may implement its own
scheduling mechanism.

Application Deployment. Once a set of resources have been located, the next step
involves preparing the physical resources with the correctsoftware and data files, and
then running the executable to start the application. This involves copying, unpacking,
and installing the software on the target hosts. The system must handle a variety of
different file transfer protocols for each environment, andmust react to failures that
occur during the transfer of software or in starting individual executables.

One important aspect of application deployment is ensuringthat the correct number
of resources are running compatible versions of the required software. Ensuring that
a minimum number of hosts are available for a distributed computation may involve
requesting new resources from the resource discovery and acquisition phase to com-
pensate for failures that occur at startup. Further, many applications require some form
of loose synchronization across hosts to guarantee that various phases of computation
start at approximately the same time.

Application Maintenance. Perhaps the most difficult requirement for managing
distributed applications is monitoring an application after it has been started. Monitor-
ing involves probing the hosts for failure due to network outages or hardware malfunc-
tions, querying the application for indications of failureduring execution, and providing
hooks into application-specific code for observing the progress of an execution. This al-
lows for much more specific error reporting, which simplifiesthe debugging process for



users. The goal of application maintenance is to maintain application liveness, provide
detailed error information, and achieve forward progress in the face of failures.

In some cases, system failures may result in a situation where application require-
ments can no longer be met. For example, if an application is initially configured to
be deployed on 50 machines, but only 48 can be contacted at a certain point in time,
the application controller should contact the user, and, ifpossible, adapt the application
appropriately to continue executing with only 48 machines.Similarly, different appli-
cations have different policies with respect to failure recovery. Some applications may
be able to simply restart a failed process on a single host, while others may require the
entire execution to be aborted across all hosts.

3 Design and implementation

Given the requirements presented in Section 2, we now describe Plush, an extensible
application controller for large-scale distributed systems. The hosts involved in a Plush-
managed application form a peer-to-peer overlay network. One overlay participant, the
controller, parses user input and sends messages on behalf of the user tothe remaining
participants, theclients. The controller, typically run from the user’s workstation, directs
the flow of control throughout the life of the distributed application. The clients run on
machines spread across the network, and perform actions based on instructions received
from the controller.

Figure 1(a) shows an overview of the Plush controller architecture1. The architecture
consists of three main sub-systems: the application specification, core functional units,
and user interface. Plush parses the application specification to store data structures and
objects specifically defined by the user. The core functionalunits then manipulate and
act on the objects defined by the application specification torun the application. The
functional units also store authentication information, monitor physical machines, han-
dle event and timer actions, and maintain the communicationinfrastructure that enables
the hosts to query the status of the distributed application. The user interface subsystem
provides users with the functionality to interact with the other parts of the architecture,
allowing the user to maintain and manipulate the application during execution.

3.1 Application specification

One requirement for controlling a distributed applicationis maintaining the control
flow, defined in the Plush application specification. Developing a complete, yet acces-
sible, specification description was one of the significant challenges in this work. Our
approach, which has evolved over the past two years, consists of combinations of five
different abstractions or blocks:

1. Process blocks- The processes executed on remote hosts. The process abstraction
includes parameters, path variables, runtime environmentdetails, file and process
I/O information, and the specific commands needed to start a process.

1 Although we do not include a detailed overview of the client architecture, the client architec-
ture is symmetric to the controller with only minor differences in functionality.
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Fig. 1. (a) The architecture of Plush. A box shown above another box indicates that the top box
requires the functionality provided by the lower box for successful operation. (b) Example file dis-
tribution application comprised of application, component, process, and barrier blocks in Plush.

2. Barrier blocks - Barriers synchronize the various phases of execution within a
distributed application.

3. Workflow blocks - The flow of data in a distributed computation, including how
the data should be processed. Workflow blocks may contain process and barrier
blocks. For example, a workflow block might describe a set of input files over
which a given process or barrier block will iterate during execution.

4. Component blocks- The groups of physical resources required to run the applica-
tion. This includes expectations specific to a set of metrics. In the case of compute
nodes, for example, these metrics might include requirements for load and free
memory. Components also define required software configurations, installation in-
structions, and any authentication information needed to access the resources. Com-
ponent blocks may contain workflow blocks, process blocks, and barrier blocks.

5. Application blocks - High-level information about a distributed application.This
includes one or many component blocks, as well as attributesto help automate
failure recovery.

To better illustrate the use of these blocks in Plush, consider building the speci-
fication for the simple file distribution application shown in Figure 1(b). This simple
application consists of two groups of machines. One group isthe server machines that
store the files, and the second group is the receiving client machines that need to get
the files from the servers. The goal of the application is to experiment with the use of
an overlay network to send files from the source to the receiving clients using some
new file distribution protocol. In this example, all sendersand receivers must join the
overlay before any transfers begin. Also, the servers must prepare the files for transfer
before the receivers can start.

The first step in building the corresponding application specification in Plush is
to define an application block. The application block definesspecific characteristics
including the general liveness properties of the application, which help to determine
the default behaviors to take during failure recovery. For this example, we choose the



default behavior of “restart-on-failure,” which attemptsto restart the failed application
instance on a single host, since it is not necessary to abort the entire application if a
single failure occurs.

The application block also describes the groups of resources (i.e., physical ma-
chines) required to run the application, encoded as component blocks. The application
consists of a set of servers and a set of clients, and two separate component blocks de-
scribe the two groups of machines. The server component block defines the location and
installation instructions for the server software, and includes authentication information
required to access the resources. Similarly, the client component block defines the client
software package. In our example, for instance, it may be desirable to require that all
machines in the server group have a processor speed of at least 1 GHz. Machine-specific
requirements are specified in component blocks.

Within each component block, a combination of workflow, process, and barrier
blocks describe the computation that will occur on each machine in the set. Though
workflow blocks are not used in our example, workflow blocks are used in applica-
tions where data files must be distributed and iteratively processed. We will consider an
example employing a workflow block in Section 5.

Plush process blocks describe the specific commands required to execute the appli-
cation. Most process blocks depend on the successful installation ofsoftwarepackages
defined in the component blocks. Users specify the commands required to start a given
process, and actions to take upon process exit. The exit policies create a Plushprocess
monitor that oversees the execution of a specific process. Our example defines several
process blocks. In the server component, process blocks define processes for prepar-
ing the files, joining the overlay, and sending the files. Similarly, the client component
contains process blocks for joining the overlay and receiving the files.

Some applications operate in phases, producing output filesin early stages that are
used as input files in later stages. To ensure all hosts start each phase of computation
only after the previous phase has completed, barrier blocksdefine loose synchronization
semantics between process and workflow blocks. In our example, a barrier ensures that
all clients and servers join the overlay before beginning the file transfer. Notice that al-
though each barrier block is uniquely defined within the component block, it is possible
for the same barrier to be referenced in multiple component blocks. For our example,
both barrier blocks refer to the same barrier, which means that the application will wait
for all clients and servers to reach thebootstrap barrier before allowing either
component to start sending or receiving files.

We designed the Plush application specification to support avariety of execution
patterns. With the blocks described above, Plush supports the arbitrary combination
of processes, barriers, and workflows, provided that the flowof control between them
forms a directed acyclic graph. Using predecessor and successor tags in Plush, users
specify the flow of control and define whether processes run inparallel or sequentially.
Internally, Plush stores the blocks in a hierarchical data structure, and references specific
blocks in a manner similar to referencing absolute paths in afile system. Figure 1(b)
shows the unique path names for each block from our file distribution example. Plush
also simplifies coordination among remote hosts, since eachhost maintains an identical
local copy of the application specification.



3.2 Core functional units

In addition to the abstractions defined by the user within theapplication specification,
Plush contains a core set of functional units that perform the operations required for the
remaining requirements outlined in Section 2. These units are shown as shaded boxes
below the dotted line in Figure 1(a). The functional units manipulate the objects defined
in the application specification to manage distributed applications.

Starting at the highest level, the Plushresource discovery and acquisitionunit uses
the resource requirements in the component blocks to locateresources on behalf of the
user. The resource discovery and acquisition unit is responsible for obtaining a valid
set, called a matching, of resources that meet the application’s demand. To determine
this matching, Plush may either call an existing external service, such as SWORD [17]
or MDS [1], or use a simple internal default matcher. All hosts involved in an applica-
tion run a Plushhost monitor that periodically publishes information about the host.
The resource discovery and acquisition unit may use this information to find the best
matching. Upon acquiring a resource, a Plushresource managerstores the lease, to-
ken, or any necessary user credential needed for accessing that resource to allow Plush
to perform actions on behalf of the user in the future.

The remaining functional units in Figure 1(a) are responsible for application deploy-
ment and maintenance. These units are used to connect to resources, install the required
software, start the execution, and monitor the execution for failures. One important
functional unit used for these operations is the Plushpartial barrier abstraction. Tra-
ditional barriers [14] are not well suited for volatile, wide-area network conditions; the
semantics are simply too strict. In order to achieve better resilience in the presence of
failures, Plush extends traditional barrier semantics with two new relaxations. The first
relaxation primitive,early entry, allows hosts that reach a barrier to be released before
all hosts have arrived, and thus enter a “critical section” of activity early. This prevents
progress from stalling due to a small subset of delayed hosts. The second primitive,
throttled release, allows the user to control the rate of release from a barrier. These
relaxed barrier semantics target distributed applications willing to tolerate less strict
synchronization guarantees to achieve better performance.

Figure 2 shows part of the Plush partial barrier API. When defining a barrier, the
application specifies the barrier’s name, the maximum number of hosts expected to ar-
rive at the barrier, the amount of time the application should wait for additional hosts
to arrive, the percentage of hosts required for correctness, and the minimum amount
of time to wait before releasing a barrier early. These values allow the barrier manager
(who is also the Plush controller) to perform early entry. This primitive is especially
useful, for example, if there is a failure that causes a network partition. Rather than wait
an infinite amount of time for the remaining hosts to arrive atthe barrier, the early en-
try primitive will release the hosts that have already arrived and thus continue to make
progress even in adverse conditions. The remaining methodsare used to implement
the throttled release primitive. As hosts reach the barrier, they callenter() to notify
the barrier manager of their arrival.setThrottleReleasePercent() specifies
what percentage of hosts should be released at once, rather than releasing all hosts si-
multaneously.setThrottleReleaseCount() defines a specific number of hosts



class PlushBarrier{
Barrier(string name, int max, int timeout, int percent, int minWait);
void enter(string label, string Hostname);
void setThrottleReleasePercent(int percent);
void setThrottleReleaseCount(int count);
void setThrottleReleaseTimeout(int timeout);

}

Fig. 2. Plush partial barrier API specification. The methods shown relax traditional barrier se-
mantics for better performance in volatile, wide-area network conditions.

for release. Lastly,setThrottleReleaseTimeout() specifies the frequency of
release. More information about partial barriers can be found in [2].

The Plushfile managerhandles all files required by a distributed application. This
unit contains information regarding software packages, file transfer methods, installa-
tion instructions, and workflow data files. The file manager isresponsible for preparing
the physical resources for execution using the informationprovided by the application
specification. It monitors the status of file transfers and installations, and if it detects an
error or failure, the controller is notified and the resourcediscovery and acquisition unit
may be required to find a new host to replace the failed one.

Once the resources are prepared with the necessary software, the application de-
ployment phase completes by starting the execution. This isaccomplished by starting
a number of processes on remote hosts. Plushprocessesare defined within process
blocks in the application specification. A Plush process is an abstraction for standard
UNIX processes. Processes require information about the runtime environment needed
for an execution including the working directory, path, command line arguments, envi-
ronment variables, file I/O, and the command itself.

The two lowest layers of the Plush architecture consist of acommunication fabric
and theI/O and timer subsystems. The communication fabric handles passing and
receiving messages among Plush overlay participants. Participants communicate over
TCP connections. The default topology for a Plush overlay iscurrently a star, although
we also provide support for tree topologies for increased scalability. In the case of a star
topology, all clients connect directly to the controller. The controller sends messages to
the clients instructing them to perform certain actions. When the clients complete their
tasks, they report back to the controller for further direction. The communication fabric
at the controller knows what hosts are involved in a particular application instance, so
that the appropriate messages reach all necessary hosts.

At the bottom of all of the other units is the Plush I/O and timer abstraction. As
messages are received in the communication fabric, messagehandlers fire events. These
events enter the I/O and timer layer and enter a queue. The event loop pulls events off
the queue, and calls the appropriate event handler. Timers are a special type of event
in Plush. They fire at specific instances of time, rather than waiting on a queue for an
unknown amount of time.



3.3 User interface

Plush streamlines the develop-deploy-debug cycle for distributed application develop-
ment through a simple terminal interface where users can deploy, run, monitor, and
debug their distributed applications running on hundreds of remote machines. In many
ways, Plush combines the functionality of a distributed shell with the power of an ap-
plication controller, to provide a robust execution environment for users to run their
applications. From a user’s standpoint, the Plush terminallooks like a shell. Plush sup-
ports several commands for monitoring the state of an execution, as well as commands
for modifying the current application specification. Table1 shows a subset of the avail-
able commands.

Table 1.Plush terminal commands

Command Description

load <filename > Read an XML project file
connect <hostname > Start and connect to a Plush client on a remote host
disconnect Close all open client connections
info control Print the controller’s state information
run Start executing the application in the active project
shell <quoted string > Run “quoted string” as a shell command on all hosts

In addition to the terminal interface, users can also interact with hosts running Plush-
managed applications using a web interface. This interfacepresents detailed informa-
tion about processes, file transfers, host monitoring, and application status. The web
interface provides a friendlier front-end to the terminal commands that Plush supports.
Most of these commands can be executed by simply clicking thevarious links and but-
tons on the web pages.

In Figure 1(a), the user interface is shown above all other parts of Plush. In reality,
the user can interact with every box shown in the figure through simple terminal com-
mands. For example, the user can force the resource discovery and acquisition unit to
find a new set of resources using a terminal command. We designed Plush in this way to
give the user maximum control over the application. At any point, the user can override
a default Plush behavior. The overall effect is a customizable application controller that
has the ability to support a variety of distributed applications.

3.4 Running an application

In this section, we will discuss how the architectural components of Plush interact to
run a distributed application. When starting Plush, the user’s workstation becomes the
controller. The user submits an application specification in the form of an XML docu-
ment to the Plush controller. The XML document is a representation of the application
specification block hierarchy previously described. We will consider a specific XML
document in Section 5. The controller parses the specification, and internally creates
the objects shown above the dotted line in Figure 1(a).

After parsing the application specification, the controller runs the resource discov-
ery and acquisition phase to find a suitable set of resources that meet the requirements
specified in the component blocks. Upon locating the necessary resources, the resource



manager stores the required access and authentication information. The controller then
attempts to connect to each remote host. If the Plush client is not already running, the
controller initiates a bootstrapping procedure to copy thePlush client binary to the re-
mote host, and then use SSH to connect to the remote host and start the client process.
Once the client process is running, the controller establishes a TCP connection to the
remote host, and transmits anINVITE message to the host to join the Plush control
overlay.

If a Plush client agrees to run the application, the client sends aJOIN message
back to the controller accepting the invitation. Next, the controller sends aPREPARE
message to the new client, which contains a copy of the application specification (XML
representation). The client parses the application specification, starts a local host moni-
tor, sends aPREPAREDmessage back to the controller, and waits for further instruction
from the controller. Once enough hosts join the overlay and agree to run the application,
the controller initiates the beginning of the application deployment stage by sending a
GOmessage to all connected clients. The file managers then begin installing the re-
quested software and preparing the hosts for execution.

In most applications, the controller instructs the hosts tobegin execution after all
hosts have completed the software installation. (Synchronizing the beginning of the ex-
ecution is not required if the application does not need all hosts to start simultaneously.)
Since each client has now created an exact copy of the controller’s application speci-
fication, the controller and clients exchange messages about the application’s progress
using the block naming scheme (i.e., /app/comp1/proc1) to identify the status of the
execution. For barriers, a barrier manager running on the controller determines when it
is appropriate for hosts to be released from the barriers in the application.

Upon detecting a failure, clients notify the controller, and the controller attempts to
recover from it according to the actions enumerated in the user’s application specifica-
tion. Since many failures are application-specific, Plush exports optional callbacks to
the application itself to determine the appropriate reaction for some failure conditions.
When the application completes (or upon a user command), Plush stops all associated
processes, transfers output data back to the controller’s local disk if desired, performs
user-specified cleanup actions, kills the Plush client processes, and disconnects the hosts
from the overlay by closing the TCP connection.

The set of clients managed by a single Plush controller is notlimited to one plat-
form. Plush is written in C++, and runs on most UNIX-based platforms, including
Linux, FreeBSD, and Mac OS X. The same controller has the ability to manage clients
across all supported platforms. Currently, Plush supportsexecution on PlanetLab, Mod-
elNet [20], and in local UNIX clusters; support for Grid environments is expected to be
completed in the near future.

4 Fault tolerance and scalability

Two of the biggest challenges that we encountered during thedesign of Plush was being
robust to failures and scaling to hundreds of machines spread across the wide-area. In
this section we explore how Plush supports fault tolerance and scalability.



4.1 Fault tolerance

Plush must be robust to the variety of failures that occur during application execution.
When designing Plush, we aimed to provide the functionalityneeded to detect and
recover from most failures without ever needing to involve the user running the appli-
cation. Rather than enumerate all possible failures that may occur, we will discuss how
we handle three common failure classes—process, host, and controller failures.

Process failures.When a remote host starts a process defined in a process block,
Plush attaches a process monitor to the process. The role of the process monitor is to
catch any signals raised by the process, and to react appropriately. When a process exits
either due to successful completion or error, the process monitor sends a message to
the controller indicating that the process has exited, and includes its exit status. Plush
defines a default set of behaviors that occur in response to a variety of exit codes, al-
though these can be overridden within an application specification. The default behav-
iors include ignoring the failure, restarting only the failed process, restarting the entire
application, or aborting the entire application.

Plush also allows users to monitor the status of a process that is still running through
a liveness monitor, whose goal is to detect misbehaving and unresponsive processes
that get stuck in loops and never exit. This is especially useful in the case of long-
running services that are not closely monitored by the user.To use the liveness monitor,
the user specifies a script and a time interval in the process block of the application
specification. The liveness monitor wakes up once per time interval and runs the script
to test for the liveness of the application, returning either success or failure. If the test
fails, Plush kills the process, causing the process monitorto be alerted and inform the
controller about the failure.

Remote host failures.Detecting and reacting to process failures is straightforward
since the controller is able to communicate information to the client regarding the ap-
propriate recovery action. When a host fails, however, recovering is more difficult. A
host may fail for a number of reasons, including network outages, hardware problems,
and power loss. Under all of these conditions, the goal of Plush is to quickly detect the
problem and reconfigure the application with a new set of resources to continue exe-
cution. The Plush controller maintains a list of the last time successful communication
occurred with each connected client. If the controller doesnot hear from a client within
a specified time interval, the controller sends a ping to the client. If the controller does
not receive a response from the client, we assume host failure. Reliable failure detection
is an active area of research; while the simple technique we employ has been sufficient
thus far, we certainly intend to leverage advances in this space where appropriate.

There are three possible actions in response to a host failure: restart, rematch, and
abort. By default, the controller will try all three actionsin order. The first and easiest
way to recover from a host failure is to simply reconnect and restart the application
on the failed host. This technique works if the host experiences a temporary power or
network outage, and is only unreachable for a short period oftime. If the controller is
unable to reconnect to the host, the next option is to rematchin an attempt to replace
the failed host with a different host. In this case, Plush will rerun the resource matcher
to find a new machine. Depending on the application, the entire execution may need to
be restarted across all hosts after the new host joins the control overlay, or the execution



may only need to be started on the new host. If the controller is unable to find a new
host to replace the failed host and the application description specifies a fixed number
of required hosts, Plush then finally aborts the entire application.

In some applications, it is desirable to mark a host as failedwhen it becomes over-
loaded or experiences poor network connectivity. The Plushhost monitor that runs
on each machine is responsible for periodically informing the controller about each
machine’s status. If the controller determines that the performance is less than the ap-
plication can tolerate, it may mark the host as failed and attempt to rematch. This func-
tionality is a preference specified at startup. Currently Plush monitors host-level metrics
including CPU load and available memory. This technique could be extended to encom-
pass more sophisticated application-level expectations of host viability [19].

Controller failures. Because the controller is responsible for managing the flow of
control across all connected clients, a failure at the controller is difficult to recover. One
solution is to use a simple primary-backup scheme, where multiple controllers increase
reliability. All messages sent from the clients and primarycontroller are sent to the
backup controllers as well. If a pre-determined amount of time passes and the backup
controllers do not receive any messages from the primary, the primary is assumed to
have failed. The first backup in the list becomes the primary,and execution continues.

This strategy has several drawbacks. First, it causes extramessages to be sent over
the network, which limits the scalability of Plush. Second,this approach does not per-
form well when a network partition occurs. During a network partition, multiple con-
trollers may become the primary controller for subsets of the clients initially involved
in the application. Once the network partition is resolved,it is difficult to reestablish
consistency among all hosts. While we have implemented a version of this architecture,
we are currently exploring other possibilities for handling faults at the controller.

4.2 Scalability

In addition to fault tolerance, an application controller designed for large-scale environ-
ments must scale to hundreds or even thousands of participants. Unfortunately there is
a tradeoff between performance and scalability. The solutions that perform the best at
moderate scale typically do not scale as well as solutions with lower performance. To
balance scalability and performance, Plush provides userswith two topological alterna-
tives with varying levels of scalability and performance.

By default, all Plush clients connect directly to the controller forming a star topol-
ogy. This architecture scales to approximately 300 remote hosts, limited by the number
of file descriptors allowed per process on the controller machine in addition to the band-
width, CPU, and latency required to communicate with all connected clients. The star
topology is easy to maintain, since all clients connect directly to the controller. In the
event of a host failure, only the failed host is affected.

At larger scales, network and file descriptor limitations atthe controller become a
bottleneck. To address this, Plush also supports tree topologies. In an effort to reduce
the number of hops between the clients and the controller, weconstruct “bushy” trees,
where each node in the tree has many children. The controlleris the root of the tree.
The children of the root are chosen to be well-connected and historically reliable hosts
whenever possible. Each child of the root acts as a “proxy controller” for the hosts
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Fig. 3. Plush connecting to 500 clients on PlanetLab. Since it is often difficult to find 500 usable
machines on PlanetLab, in this example we use resources fromtwo slices.

connected to it. These proxy controllers send invitations and receive joins from other
hosts, reducing the total number of messages sent back to theroot controller. Important
messages, such as failure notifications, are still sent backto the root controller. Using
the tree topology, we have been able to use Plush to manage an application running
on 1000 ModelNet virtual hosts, as well as an application running on 500 PlanetLab
clients, as shown in Figure 3. In this example, we show how long it takes Plush to
connect to 500 PlanetLab clients. Since the usable number ofmachines on PlanetLab is
often less than 500, we combine the resources from two PlanetLab slices to eventually
achieve our goal of 500 clients. This means that in some instances there are actually
two client processes running on different ports on the same physical machine. Further,
the default matcher is used in this example, so the machines are chosen randomly. With
a smarter resource discovery mechanism, the time to locate 500 usable machines may
be reduced. We believe that Plush has the ability to scale by perhaps another order of
magnitude with the current implementation and architecture.

While the tree topology has many benefits over the star topology, it also introduces
several new problems with respect to host failures and tree maintenance. In the star
topology, a host failure is simple to recover from since it only involves one host. In the
tree topology, however, if a non-leaf host fails, all children of the failed host must find
a new parent. Depending on the number of hosts affected, a reconfiguration involving
several hosts can have a significant impact on performance. Our current implementation
tries to minimize the probability of this type of failure by making intelligent decisions
during tree construction. For example, in the case of ModelNet, many virtual hosts (and
Plush clients) reside on the same physical machine. When constructing the tree in Plush,
only one client per physical machine connects directly to the controller and becomes
the proxy controller. The remaining clients running on the same physical machine be-
come children of the proxy controller. In the wide area, similar decisions can be made
by placing hosts that are geographically close together under the same parent. This de-
creases the number of hops and latency between leaf nodes andtheir parent, minimizing
the chance of network failures.



5 Example applications
In this section, we take a closer look at two specific applications that are run on Plan-
etLab to demonstrate the versatility and flexibility of Plush as a distributed application
controller. We also describe how Plush is currently being used within a batch scheduler
to manage remote job execution in a local ModelNet cluster.

5.1 Managing EMAN on PlanetLab

EMAN [8] is a publicly available software package that is used for 3D particle recon-
struction. EMAN starts with a set of 2D electron micrograph images as input, and runs
a series of sequential and parallel computations on the images to reconstruct the 3D
model of the original particle. The computationally intense portion of the execution is
the refinement stage. This stage is run repeatedly on the 2D images until the desired
level of detail is achieved in the 3D model. Refinement can be run in parallel on multi-
ple machines to improve performance. To do this, the raw images are split up, and each
machine operates on a fraction of the images. The results arelater combined to produce
the 3D model. EMAN is an example of a Grid-style parallel application.

The parallel refinement stage is a common example of a workflowapplication in
Grid environments. To demonstrate how workflow applications operate in Plush, we
will now show how Plush is used to run a single round of the refinement parallel com-
putation in EMAN. For simplicity, we do not show the sequential portions of the EMAN
application that are typically run on a single machine.

The first step in running EMAN using Plush is to create the application specification
in an XML document. An example XML specification for EMAN is shown in Figure 4.
The XML specification contains two main sections of interest. The top section consists
of object definitions for software and components. The lowersection consists of the
Plush application specification blocks that contain these objects. By separating the defi-
nition of the objects from the block containers that they areused in, we believe it makes
it easier to understand the flow of control within the application block.

Starting at the top of the XML document, the software definition specifies the URL
used to locate the required software, the destination file name on the remote host, the
type of software package (tar ), and what file transfer method is desired (in this case,
“web” implies wget should be used). The component definition specifies the number
of hosts required, what software is required on those hosts,and what resource pool to
use for discovery and acquisition. Since a different resource discovery service is not
specified, the Plush default matcher will be used to find 100 randomly chosen hosts on
PlanetLab from theucsd plush slice.

The remainder of the XML document defines the Plush application specification
block hierarchy. The application block contains a component block that refers to the
component namedEmanGroup1. EmanGroup1 was previously described in the top
part of the XML document. The component block also contains aworkflow block,
which indicates that 100 tasks will be shared among the 100 workers requested in
EmanGroup1. The workflow block has a process block that contains the actual eman
process, consisting of a perl script calledeman.pl that runs on each remote host.
eman.pl simply provides a wrapper around the commands provided by the EMAN
software package.



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>

<plush>
<project name="eman_proj" >

<software name="EmanSoftware" type="tar" >

<package name="eman.tar" type="web" >

<path>http://plush.ucsd.edu/eman.tar</path>
<dest>eman.tar</dest>

</package>
</software>
<component name="EmanGroup1" >

<rspec><num hosts>100</num hosts><rspec>
<software name="EmanSoftware" />
<resources><resource type="planetlab" group="ucsd_plush" /><resources>

</component>
<applicationblock name="eman_app_block" >

<execution>
<componentblock name="eman_comp_block" >

<component name="EmanGroup1" />
<workflow block name="eman_workflow_block" id="eman_wf" num tasks="100" >

<processblock name="eman_proc_block" >

<process name="eman" >

<path>./eman.pl</path>
<cmdline>

<substitution name="eman_sub" id="eman_wf" type="workflow" flag="--i" />
</cmdline>

</process>
</processblock>

</workflow block>
</componentblock>

</execution>
</applicationblock>

</project>

</plush>

Fig. 4. EMAN application specification.

The substitution information in the process definition is used in conjunction with
the EMAN Perl script to split the workflow among the hosts. Notice how the workflow
block has anid attribute that is identical to theid attribute in the substitution. In this
case,eman.pl uses a command line argument to specify theid of the task, which
is then used to determine what fraction of the data files should be processed by each
host. The workflow block substitutes the current task id for the command line argu-
ment defined by the “--i ” flag. For example, the first host inEmanGroup1 will run
“ ./eman.pl --i 1 ,” the second will run “./eman.pl --i 2 ,” and so on.

Plush users that manage applications like EMAN have the added benefit of being
able to use the Plush barrier abstraction to improve performance. In addition to the
user defined parameters for early entry and throttled release, Plush provides automated
mechanisms for detecting when the “knee” of the completion curve has been reached.
Thus, if a subset of hosts are not operating as quickly as the rest, the tasks assigned
to the slow hosts can be reassigned to a faster host that has already completed. Our
experiments show that this technique can result in a factor of 3 speedup in EMAN.
Details from the EMAN trials and other barrier related experiments are discussed in [2].



5.2 Managing SWORD on PlanetLab

SWORD [17] is a resource discovery tool designed for use on PlanetLab. It relies on
host monitors running on each PlanetLab machine to report information periodically
about their resource usage. This data is stored in a DHT (distributed hash table), and
later accessed by SWORD clients to respond to requests for groups of resources that
have specific characteristics. SWORD is a service that allows PlanetLab users to find
the best set of resources based on the priorities and requirements specified, and is an
example of a long-running Internet service.

The application specification for SWORD is similar to EMAN, except for a few
minor differences. Instead of specifying a single value fornum hosts , a range of ac-
ceptable values is defined, since SWORD is a service that wants to run on as many
nodes as possible. Further, when specifying the application block for SWORD, we in-
clude specialservice and reconnect interval attributes. Theservice bit
tells the Plush controller that SWORD is a long-running service and requires differ-
ent default behaviors for failure recovery. For example, ifa process fails, the controller
will attempt to restart SWORD on that host without aborting the whole application.
Theservice bit also instructs the controller to periodically probe hosts for liveness.
Users can define an application specific liveness monitor within the application block
as described in Section 3. Since SWORD is a service, the controller will not wait for
all participants to join and install the software before starting everyone simultaneously.
Instead, the controller will instruct individual clients to start the application as soon as
the client finishes installing the software, since there is no reason to synchronize across
all hosts.

The reconnect interval specifies the periodicity that the controller uses for
rerunning the resource discovery and acquisition unit. Forlong running services, hosts
are going to fail and recover during execution. Thereconnect interval tells
Plush to check for new hosts that may have come alive since thelast time the resource
discovery unit was run. This is the controller’s way of “refreshing” the list of available
hosts. The controller will continue to search for new hosts unless the maximum value
specified in thenum hosts tag is achieved.

To demonstrate Plush’s ability to recover from host failures, we ran SWORD on
PlanetLab with 100 randomly chosen hosts, as shown in Figure5. The host set includes
machines behind DSL links as well as hosts from other continents. When Plush starts
the application, it initiates connections to 100 machines and they each begin download-
ing the SWORD software package (which is 38 MB in size). It takes approximately
1000 seconds for all hosts to successfully download, install, and start SWORD. At time
t = 1250s, we kill the SWORD process on 20 randomly chosen hosts to simulate host
failure2. The remote Plush clients notify the controller that the hosts have failed, and
Plush controller begins to find replacements for the failed machines. The replacement
hosts join the overlay and start downloading the SWORD software. As before, the re-
placements are chosen randomly, and low bandwidth/high latency links have a great
impact on the time it takes to fully recover from the host failure. At approximately
t = 2200s, the service is restored on 100 machines.

2 Normally, Plush would automatically try to restart the SWORD process. However this feature
was disabled to simulate host failures and force a rematching.
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Fig. 5.SWORD running on 100 randomly chosen PlanetLab hosts. At t=1250 seconds, we fail 20
hosts. Plush finds new hosts, who connect to the controller, and begin downloading and installing
the software. Service is restored at approximately t=2200 seconds.

5.3 Remote job execution in Mission

Mission is a simple batch scheduler used in our local clusterto manage the execution
of jobs that run on ModelNet [20]. ModelNet is a network emulation environment that
consists of Linux edge nodes running real code, and a set of FreeBSD core machines
running a specialized ModelNet kernel. The code running on the end hosts routes pack-
ets through the core machines, where the packets are subjected to the delay, bandwidth,
and loss specified in a target topology. A single physical machine can host multiple
virtual IP addresses on the edge hosts. In order to setup the ModelNet environment, the
user must first deploy the topology on each physical machine,including the core. Then,
after setting a few environment variables, the user can run applications on the virtual
hosts using virtual IP addresses just as applications are run on physical machines using
real IP addresses.

A single ModelNet experiment typically consumes almost allof the computing re-
sources available on the machines involved. Thus when running an experiment, it is
essential to restrict access to the machines so that only oneexperiment is running at
a time. Mission is a batch scheduler developed locally that helps accomplish this goal.
ModelNet users submit their jobs to the Mission job queue, and as the machines become
available, Mission pulls jobs off the queue and runs them on behalf of the user.

Plush is used within Mission for running the jobs and settingup the user envi-
ronment. A Mission job description is simply a Plush application specification. Using
Plush, the deploy and run phases required to use ModelNet canbe combined into one
application specification with two component blocks. One component block describes
the physical machines, and the second component block describes the virtual machines.
The process block in the first component block deploys the topology, and the process
block in the second component block runs the application on all virtual hosts. Barri-
ers are used to separate the deploy and run phases. To supportthe virtual hosts using
Plush, we must provide a mapping between port numbers on the client machines and
ModelNet virtual host information. The mapping is described in a directory file, which
is an XML document that supplies Plush with the necessary information to run a Mod-
elNet experiment. Figure 6 shows an example directory file. When the controller starts



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<plush>
<resourcemanager type="ssh" >

<node hostname="sysnet80.ucsd.edu:15400" group="modelnet_deploy" />
<node hostname="sysnet81.ucsd.edu:15400" group="modelnet_deploy" />
<node hostname="sysnet81.ucsd.edu:15401" vip="10.0.0.1" vn="1" group="modelnet" />
<node hostname="sysnet81.ucsd.edu:15402" vip="10.0.0.2" vn="2" group="modelnet" />

</resourcemanager>

</plush>

Fig. 6. ModelNet directory specification. sysnet80 is the FreeBSD core machine. sysnet81 is a
Linux edge host that is running 2 virtual hosts.

a Plush client on a virtual host, it specifies extra command line arguments that set the
appropriate ModelNet environment variables. This ensuresthat all commands run on
that client on behalf of the user will inherit those settings.

6 Related work

The functionality that Plush provides is related to work in avariety of areas. With re-
spect to remote job execution, there are several tools available that provide a subset of
the features that Plush supports, including cfengine [6], gexec [11], and vxargs [21].
The difference between Plush and these tools is that Plush provides more than just re-
mote job execution. Plush also supports mechanisms for failure recovery, and automatic
reconfiguration due to changing conditions. In general, thepluggable aspect of Plush
allows for the use of existing tools for actions like resource discovery and allocation,
which provides more advanced functionality than most remote job execution tools.

From the user’s point of view, the terminal interface that Plush provides is similar
to distributed shell systems such as GridShell [22] and GCEShell [16]. These tools
provide a user-friendly language abstraction layer that support script processing. Both
tools are designed to work in Grid environments. Plush provides a similar functionality
as GridShell and GCEShell, but unlike these tools, Plush canbe customized to work in
a variety of environments.

In addition to remote job execution tools and distributed shells, projects like the
PlanetLab Application Manager (appmanager) [13] and HP’s SmartFrog [12] focus
specifically on managing distributed applications. appmanager is a tool designed for
PlanetLab that helps users maintain long running services,but does not support short-
lived applications as easily. SmartFrog [12] is a frameworkfor describing, deploying,
and controlling distributed applications. It consists of acollection of daemons that man-
age distributed applications and a description language todescribe the applications.
Unlike Plush, SmartFrog is a not a turnkey solution, but rather a framework or API
for building configurable systems. It does not provide a way to interactively control
distributed applications.

The Grid community has several application management projects with goals sim-
ilar to Plush, including Condor [5] and GrADS/vGrADS [4]. Condor is a workload
management system for compute-intensive jobs that is designed to deploy and manage
distributed executions. Where Plush is designed to deploy and manage naturally dis-
tributed tasks with resources spread across several sites,Condor is optimized for lever-



aging underutilized cycles in desktop machines within an organization where each job is
parallelizable and compute-bound. GrADS/vGrADS [4] provides a set of programming
tools and an execution environment for easing program development in computational
grids. GrADS focuses specifically on applications where resource requirements change
during execution. The task deployment process in GrADS is similar to Plush. Once the
application starts execution, GrADS maintains resource requirements for compute in-
tensive scientific applications through a stop/migrate/restart cycle. Plush, on the other
hand, supports a far broader range of recovery actions.

Within the realm of workflow management, there are tools thatprovide more ad-
vanced functionality than Plush. For example, GridFlow [7], Kepler [15], and the other
tools described in [23] are designed for advanced workflow management in Grid envi-
ronments. The main difference between these tools and Plushare that they focus solely
on workflow management schemes. Thus, while they provide more advanced func-
tionality than Plush with respect to workflow management, they lack much of Plush’s
functionality for managing other classes of distributed applications that do not contain
workflows.

Lastly, the Globus Toolkit [9] is a framework for building Grid systems and appli-
cations, and is perhaps the most widely used software package for Grid development.
Some components of Globus provide a similar functionality as Plush. With respect to
our application specification language, the Globus Resource Specification Language
(RSL) provides an abstract language for describing resources that is similar in design to
our language. The Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) processes requests
for resources, allocates the resources, and manages activejobs in Grid environments,
providing much of the same functionality as Plush does. The biggest difference between
Plush and Globus is that Plush provides a user-friendly shell interface where users can
directly interact with their applications. Globus, on the other hand, is a framework, and
each application must use the APIs to create the desired functionality. In the future, we
plan to integrate Plush with some of the Globus tools, such asGRAM and RSL. In this
scenario Plush will act as a front-end user interface for thetools available in Globus.

7 Conclusion

Plush is an extensible application control infrastructuredesigned to meet the demands
of a variety of distributed applications. Through user-defined mechanisms, Plush man-
ages resource discovery and acquisition, software installation, process execution, and
failure recovery on behalf of the user. When an error is detected, Plush has the ability to
perform several application-specific actions, including restarting the computation, find-
ing a new set of resources, or attempting to adapt the application to continue execution
and maintain liveness. In addition, Plush provides two relaxed synchronization prim-
itives that help applications achieve good throughput evenin unpredictable wide-area
conditions where traditional synchronization primitivesare too strict to be effective.

Unlike many related tools, Plush does not require applications to adhere to a specific
API. In fact, applications managed by Plush do not have to be changed at all. By com-
bining a user-friendly shell interface with a powerful and adaptable application control
infrastructure, Plush gives users the control required to successfully manage applica-



tions without the hassle that typically comes with running computations on large-scale
federated testbeds.
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